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LECTURE V.

General Principles of Disea.
GENTLEMEN,-Now that I havy

some of the properties of animal he
treat of some of its imperfection,
stand which, it is first necessary to t
Nith the perfect state, as also the
health in restoring the body, or its
diseased. Describing the parts in aI
belongs to the anatomist; their actio
state, to the physiologist; but the d
and the operations of restoring parts
the physician and surgeon.

It is hardly to be supposed that di
natural to an animal, it can only b
quence of solme unnatural impressio
feres with the impressions of the
impressions may take place at t1
arrangement, or original formation (

so as to stamp a permanent and a n'
or may take place in the first life, v
but much more frequently after bir
posed to a thousand varieties, all w
pressions, and are contrary to the nE
of the animal; as it were, a forcin
actions, which are either to remove
sions, or destroy itself.

It is most probable that disease(
established on nearly the same prine
actions of health are; they are at le
a great many of their principles; th
dispositions of parts, they produce
they produce that power of removing
they are ruled by habit, they are affe
external influence. An animal is 54

as only to continue some diseases s

immediate cause lasts, as in scrofula,
from climate; so constructed as to
eases from habit, as a gleet; as to
disease, although the first cause is
only for a time, as in gonorrhera; as

a disease for ever, although the first
as in lues, cancer, &c.

Diseases are either common to all

peculiar. They are common to all

inflammations of all kinds, as als4
scirrhosities, dropsies, &c. The
those that are a fault in the peculih
part, as involuntary action of volu
or unnatural action of voluntary n

much or too little secretion from any
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in short, wrong actions of any part in its peculiar
mode of action, from a disposition of that part.
General Observations on Susceptibility, and Dis-

;Y AND positions constituting Constitutions, and Actions
forming Symptoms.
This physiology of disease is more extensive,

HOSPITAL, more obscure, depends less on general laws of
nature, being often a perversion of them, therefore

bumsey.) more irregular than any part of science, and of
.- course less -tiderstood.

The most simple idea I can form of an animal
capable of disease is, that every animal is endued
wvith a power of action, and a susceptibility of

e treated of impression,-(susceptibility has too often disposi-
ealth, I shall tion substituted for it; as man is said to be well
i, to under- disposed, or parts to be well disposed, when they
be acquainted are only very susceptible; disposition is a degree
operation of farther in an animal than susceptibility,)-which

3 parts when impression forms a disposition, which disposition
healthy state, may produce action, which action becomes the
on in such a immediate sign of the disease, all of which will be
liseased state according to the impression and nature of the
to health, to part impressed. That ever action, whether natural,

preternatural, or diseased, arises from this power
isease is ever of susceptibility of impression, I think we must
e the conse- allow, which power of susceptibility may exist
n that inter- without either disposition or action, if neither an
body, which impression nor stimulus is made; for the disposi-
he very first tion is only formed in consequence of some im-
of an animal, pression, and the action is only the consequence of
atural action, the disposition being formed so strong, as to
Viz. in utero, incline a part for action, rather than resolution.
rth, when ex- Therefore action is the ultimate consequence of
rhich are im- impression being made on a part endued with
atural actions a susceptibility of impression and the power of
Ig to take on action, whiich impression gives them disposition to
those impres- act. For, from what was said above, parts having

susceptibility do not produce disposition; the dis-
d actions are position must arise from some impression, which
,iples that the wvl.l produce the action, and which must always
Mast similar in be sufficient to overcome the natural and habitual
ey destroy the actions of the parts or whole, like a power over-
growvth in it, coming the vis inertiae of matter. So that naturally
natural parts, there must be a susceptibility to receive impres-
ected by every sions, which impressions shall produce disposition,
o constructed and action of course takes place if there is power
o long as the to act.
when it arises But susceptibilities are in some so strong, as
continue dis- almost to approach a propensity to act, which is
go on with a probably as strong as the disposition, or often
gone, but this probably stronger.
to go on with The actions of the body, and the cause of these
cause is gone, Iactions with their effects, are exactly similar to

those of the mind; and as we are sensible of the,
parts alike, or actions of the mind themselves, abstracted from
parts alike, as their cause or effect, we reason about them as
o tumefaction, mulch as we can reason al)out their cauises and
particular are effect. This is not the case witlh thc actions of
ar actions of a the body, for in thlem we are only acquainted witb
Intary muscles, thel causec' andt( edffits, and not tlle action itself;
nuscles, or too therefore oU1r miinds are only reasoning about thea
of the glands; from analogy.
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HUNTER'S LECTURES ON PHYSIOLOGY AND SURGERY.

The susceptibility for action of the mind is not may be made by degrees less so considerably, by
known to the mind itself, but by the consequence being generally accustomed to the immediate
of such susceptibility. Some minds are much cause, when begun within the necessary impres-
more susceptible of certain actions than others; sion.
thus some men are more susceptible of anger, There is no such thing, strictly speaking, as
others of love, &c., but this does not imply that predisposing cause; what is commonly under-
one mind is always in anger, and another always stood by predisposing cause, is an increased sus-
in. love. With this susceptibility of mind, a ceptibility to form disposition or action.
stimulus must he applied to produce the disposi- When I say I am predisposed for such and such
tion to action. A stimulus of one kind will pro- actions, it is only that I am very susceptible of
duce anger, of another kind, love; but neither sucl impressions, which impressions must form the
anger nor love is an action of the mind, it is a disposition; or if it is intended to dispose a person
disposition only; the action of the mind employs for such and such actions, it is only rendering him
other parts of the body to complete the whole, as more susceptible of such and such impressions.
when the actions of the mind are employing other The susceptibility must always precede the dispo-
parts to produce the ultimate effect, that action is sition. A disposition is a determined thing, a
not simply the action of anger, for anger could thing formed; it is a kind of resolution.
exist without the action of employing other parts,
and indeed longer, for it is an action tending to Of Susceptibilities of Conzstitutions anid Parts for
destroy the action of anger, viz. the effect being I different Actions.
produced, the cause ceases. Every constitution is more susceptible of some

Every animal has a variety of susceptibilities, constitutional actions, both natural and diseased,
which admit of a variety of impressions, each im- than it is of other actions, either natural or dis-
pression producing a disposition peculiar to itself. eased.
Also, every animal has some of those tendencies Every constitution is more susceptible of some
to impression stronger than it has to others, out constitutional actions, both natural andl diseased,
of all which a vast variety of diseases is produced. than other coonstitutions are.
Each tendency to a peculiar mode of action gives Every constitution is more susceptible of some
the character of the animal respecting disease. local actions, natural and diseased, than it is of
The sting of a bee, for instance, affecting some others.
people much more than other, demonstrates that Every constitution is more susceptible of some
there is susceptibility in some for such actions local action, natural and diseased, than other con-
more than in others. In many, the susceptibility stitutions are.
will be so strong, as only to require a stop being Every constitution is compounded of parts,
put to the common or natural actions, then the whose ratural actions are very different from
disposition takes place, and the disease will take one another. The natural actions of the liver are
possession of the part or whole. very different from those of the lungs. 'T'herefore,
An instance of this we have in scrofula, for it we also find the diseased actions of one are often

often happens that common accidents, as strains, different from those of the others; altlhough every
bruises, fevers of all kinds, produce this disease, part of the body may be subject to some one or
even in situations the most powerful in preventing more common diseased action; as both liver and
it, as in the West Indies. Even poisonous dispo- lungs may have the same common action as
sitions are produced in this way; a blow on the common inflammation, as also both may have the
breast or testicle shall produce a poisonous mode same specific disease as scrofula.
of action, i. e. cancer. Every constitution being composed of differ-
From this account, no animal is formed with ent parts, whose natural and diseased actions are

disposition of action of disease; the natural actions different from one another, as above mentioned,
are for the good of the animal, but they can be these actions being according to the nature of each
perverted, they can be made to destroy the whole. part, and each part in some constitutions being
These circumstances are similar to the mind; some more susceptible of natural actions peculiar to
minds are more susceptible of some impressions itself, than what it is in other constitutions; as
than they are of others, which produces a disposi- also in some constitutions it is more susceptible of
tion to act, and which will be according to the its diseased actions, than the same parts in other
impression; but this disposition does not arise constitutions, as the liver in some constitutions is
without the impression. 'lThe susceptibility of more susceptible of secreting bile, which is its
constitution may be increased (but never origin- natural action, than the same viscus is in others,
ally formed) by art, so as almost to be similar to as also more susceptible of its peculiar diseases in
a new formation, viz. where the original or con- soine people, than the same viscus in others.
stitutional susceptibility was weak, it may be in- 1. Constitutions may be said to be more or less
creased, and kept so much on the brink of form- susceptible of this or that universal action, the
ing the disposition, that it shall only require the first of which may be marked the irritable, and
least increase, or some other immediate cause, the indolent.
to produce the effect, or form the disposition. A 2. Some constitutions are more susceptible of
man not naturally fearful may be worked upon so, some diseases, than some constitutions are of
that the least thing may alarm him. Susceptibility other diseases.
may be so much increased, as almost to deserve 3. Some constitutions are more susceptible of
the name of acquired; constitutions longhabituated some diseases than other constitutions are. And
to particular climates will form a scrofulous habit, those constitutions, not susceptible of this or that
and an aguish habit, and a certain way of life will disease, may be at the same time more susceptible
produce a rheumatic or gouty habit. of some other disease than the first-mentioned
OAthe other hand, people naturally susceptible, constitutions are.
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HUNTTER'S LECTURES ON PHYSIOLOG'Y AND SURGERY.

Example.-Some constitutions are more sus- on diseased disposition and action, whether of the
ceptible of inflanimatory fevers than of any other wvhole, as such, or a local effect of a constitutional
fever; others are more susceptible of putrid fevers disease, which last I have called an act of the
than of any otlher fevers: wlhilc either onc or the constitution, only require the immediate cause for
other of these constitutions nmight have some the disposition and action peculiar to these sus-
other disease either violently or mildly, as small- ceptibilities of constitution that take place. These
pox, lues, &c. immediate causes may not be the same in two con-

Constitutions may be more susceptible of some stitutions, although both have a strong suscepti-
onie specific disease than the sIine constitution of bility for the same action; for what will produce
other specific disease; e.g. somle constitutions are the action in one constitution, may not produce
more susceptible of the small-pox than measles, it in another; although tvo constitutions may have
or vice versdi. The same constitutions may be a susceptibility for any one disease, yet one shall
nore susceptible of some specific diseases than require the immediate cause of action of one kind,
other constitutions are; e.g. some constitutions whiletheother shallrequire oneof anotherkind.
are more susceptible of the infection of the small- Two men may be exposed to the cause of an ague,
piox than others are, and yet have the disease mild. both equally susceptible, and one may have the
All of which characterize the coiistitutiori at large. ague, and the other may not. It is exactly similar

to the mind; two men may be naturally or con-
Of Unirersal Susceptibility to Prodce Local stitutionally equally susceptible of anger, but each

Dizseases. must have his immediate cause; what will bring
Constitutions may be sai(l to be both constitu- forth action in one, shall have but little effect on

tionally and locally susceptible of diseased action. the other, and e contrario. It is the same of every
'The erysipelatous fever, wihich is constitutional, effect of the mind.
being attended by the erysipelatous inflammation, Most susceptibilities are so much of a specific
which is local, is a strong instance of this. nature in themselves, that each susceptibility shall

Constitutions are universally more or less sus- be brought into action in nineteen people out of
ceptible, both universally and locally, of the same twenty in one vay, while only in the other one the
disease, as the small-pox fever, wvhen violent, disease shall be brouglht into action in another
havingf more violent and universal local effects; way, and probably in this it has been prevented
when mild, having mild local efflects. Constitu- by what produced it in the others. This accounts
tions may be said to be more or less universally for the same diseased action in different people,
suisceptible of this or that local action, when one arising from so many different causes, and also
part should take on action vithout any visible accounts wvhy such disease, though having a
immediate cause, or when many injuries, (both specific mode of action, may be varied in the same
constitutional as fevers, or local as accidents,) person in different ways, more particularly in dif-
slhould make parts so injured run into a much ferent people, and often even requires different
worse diseased state than the same woutld have modes of cure.
done in others; even many parts taking on specific This theory may be illustrated by everything
diseases wvith greater readiness whenever the im- that takes on full specific action, whether full con-
mediate cause is produced, as scrofula, venereal stitutional action as an ague, or a local one as in
gonorrhcea. the gouit. As an ague is a well-known and well-

Constitutio'nal susceptibilities for diseased ac- marked disease, this theory will of course be
tions may be divided into tlhree, wvith the mixed. understood in this disease. Every constitution has

1. Original constitutional, i.e. Nvhere there is a more or less susceptibility to fall into an aguish
universal susceptibility for diseased action of one habit, but there must be in all an immediate cause
kind or another, but the whole must be in action, to produce the disease. 'T'he immediate cause may
as inflammation, fever, putrid fever, small-pox, &c.; be such as will make nineteen people out of twenty
also sympathetic fevers of all kinds. They may fall into the aguish action. But many constitu-
be very susceptible of the whole of these, or only tions, thouglh they have a susceptibility of falling
of one or more. into an aguish habit, when the immediate cause

2. Original local, i.e. upon the wvhole, is so takes place, yet may have no disposition to take
constructed to be universally susceptible of going on the full action of that disease, by which means
into diseased action in any one part peculiar to that the constitution is teazed by what is called a bad-
constitution, but the action will be always local, formed ague. Buit if the immediate cause be some
and independent of every other part, because the local disease in the body, as diseased liver, spleen,
immediate cause is local and independent of every ,&c., then the cure must be the cure of the liver.
other part, as scrofula, gonorrhcea or chancre, in 'l'his reasoning- may be taken in another point of
venereal disease. Hence, the venereal is wvorse in iview: supposing twenty people, having different
one than another; and yet local, the same with susceptibilities, introduce something that shall en-
scrofula. dangfer the constitution of the whole number, and

:3. h'lie actof the constitution, although not similar each shall take on the disease that he was at that
to the other two, is a susceptibility to fall into uni- time most susceptible of, whether ague, gout, &c.
versal indisposition, as if there was something But often that which vould become the imme-
teazing the whole, but wlhich can call on a part, and diate cause in those already susceptible of action,
that relieves the whole, such as gout, rheumatism, or already predisposed to by repetition or continu-
and perhaps all those that may be called critical; ance, becomiies the predisposing cause in others
most of those can be assisted by a universal faci- not susceptible. If two men, one so susceptible
lity to action, or retarde(d by the contrary, whicll as only to want the immediate derangement, the
will affect either the local action or constitutional other not at all susceptible of an ague, be sent into
one. the Fens of Lincolnsliire, the first shall have an

Strong susceptibilities of a constitution to take ague immediately, because he only wanted the

is8I
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182 HIUNTER'S LECTURES ON PHYSIOLOGY AND SURGERY.

immediate cause of it; the other, if he does not
get the better of the climate by habit, shall become
aguish in time, because the country will become
both a predisposing and immediate or exciting
cause.
We may change from diseased ague, and the

whole of the foregoing reasoning will be perfectly
applicable. But wvhen it is the natuire of the dis-
ease to take on local action, as in gout, there must
not be a universal disposition for such disease,
which is the original, but there must be also a
local preference, or rather a local susceptibility
superior to the rest; and when the immediate
cause takes place, so as to form the disposition,
thiat part takes on the whole action, which relieves
the constitution of such disposition, excepting it
should produce another constitutional effect, by a
vital part taking it up, by which means it would
affect the whole constitution similar to any of the
affections of this vital part; where a diseased dis-
position is formed, but does not take on the
regular type of the disease, or does not take on
the full and complete action, as in the aguish dis-
position, not having gone through the regular
stages of the ague, or gout, not having formed a
regular fit. In those diseases that become local,
as gout, some attention is to be paid to the seat of
action, for if a vital part takes it up, it must be
much worse than when there is only a constitu-
tional affection.
The power of forming regularity in consti-

tutional diseases, or the power of constitutional
affection becoming local, is, I believe, but little
known.

Susceptibility for dispositions and actions ap-
pears to me to be the same with what is commonly
understood by temperament. Temperament is the
state of the body for disposition or action which
it is then in, whether it is only a state of suscep-
tibility, disposition, or action. The action is
always the test of that state; but although the
action is always the best test, yet there are some
circumstances attending animals, that either dis-
pose them. for, or are concomitant upon, such and
such susceptibilities, and from these circumstances
we can say beforehand, although only in a general
way, what are the most predominant susceptibili-
ties for certain actions in this or in that person. We
see that even colour in animals makes a difference
in its temperaments, or is concomitant on tempe-
rament, for animals with fair skin and hair are
more susceptible of cold than the dark, as also of
pain. This last circumstance is well known in the
army, where we find that the power of bearing
violence committed on the body, is in proportion
to the darkness of those parts. Fair people are
more irritable in their minds, more susceptible of
anger, and probably of all other passions. Fair
people are also more susceptible of some diseases
than the dark, as scrofula. This may arise from
their not being able to bear the vicissitudes of
climates, for it is in the changeable climate, espe-
dially where there is cold, moisture, &c., that scro-
fula is most predominant. The irritable inflamma-
tion also is more common in the fair than swarthy.
As the fair are less able to resist cold than the
dark, it might be supposed that the dark are less
able to resist heat, therefore more ready than the
fair to run into diseases which warmth has a ten-
dency to bring on. But, from the estimate made
by Dr. Young in the Islwd of St. Vincent, it

would appear that there was some reason for sup-
posing the contrary. So that it would appear thai
the dark-coloured are rather fitter for all kinds of
climates.

Of Diseased Disposit,on.

Dispositionis are 3natural, iuinnatural, and dis-
eased. The natural belongs to the healthy animal,
therefore not to our present purpose.

Dispositions may be unnatural, and, of course,
the action arising from them, unnatural, and yct
not diseased.*

Unnatural dispositions and actions we shall
divide into three kinds, or they may arise from
three causes, which are remiote-

1. Isthe disposition of restoration,in consequence
of some injury done, which is also a consequence
of every disease which is curable.

2. 'lThe disposition arising from necessity, as the
thickening of parts from pressure, ulceration of
evei-y kind; this includes great variety; and,

3. Is the diseased disposition of all kinds,
which also includes a vast variety.
From this division we must see that there are

two preternatural dispositions that are not dis-
eased; so little so, that the first may be reckoned
a disposition of health; therefore there is but one
preternatural dispositioni to action whiclh can be
called diseased, niz. the disposition of destruction,
and which is to be cured by the first disposition.

Diseased dispositions may arise from some fault
in the animal powers themselves, or some extra-
neous matter in the constitution or circulation, as
in many poisons, or from many substances acting
on or affecting the stomach, called poisons, and
from some substances being applied externally to
the body, which disagree with animal life in ge-
neral, as too much cold, too much heat, &c.
Every diseased disposition most probably has

its allotted time for action after the impression, or
after the formation of the disposition. Specific
diseases are remarkably so, so much as to be
taken notice of by many, but which will differ
according to the susceptibility; poisons the same;
the small-pox is about six, seven, or eight days at
the medium; the measles the same. The venereal
disease has a medium, although it varies. But
some specific diseases shall remain a considerable
time before the action takes place, and this will be
much longer in some than in others, viz. according
to the nature of the diseased disposition and parts.
In cancer it is often very tedious; I have seen
instances wvhere it was years, when all continuance
of the cause was removed, before the glands in
the arm-pit had taken on diseased action after
contamination.
A girl, at St. George's Hospital, fourteen years

of age, born in the West Indies, and left that
part of the world when ten years age, about a
twelvemonth ago had an eruption on the skin, in
several parts of the body, especially in the face,
arms, and hands. They arose like warts, or
like large moles about the size of a half-crown
piece, above the surface of the skin, irregular in
their base, some standing single, others running
into one another, of a browvner colour than the
common skin, which was clear; clearly of a firmer

I If a manl injures hiis leg, the iniflammation is not diseaseds.
only the mode of restoration, yet it is unatural action; the
ulceration is the dieased action.
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M. ANDRAL ON THE PHYSICAL ALTERATIONS OF THE BLOOD. 183

texture than the common skin, for when moved,
that, as it were, moved in one piece.
Now this was a West Indian disease; therefore

I say that the girl was contaminated in the West
Indies, and impression was made there, which was
the first cause, and the disposition was formed, but
that disposition did not come into action for three
years after. Though her removal to a colder
climate could not prevent her complaint or its
effects, yet it protracted them.

It may further be remarked in specific diseases,
and in poisons, that if the specific disease or poison
is such as is capable of contaminating different
parts, whose power or readiness to act is different,
the same disease will appear at different times, in
different places, in the same person, though per-
haps every part is contaminated at the same time.
Thus we have the venereal disease appearing at
different times in the same person, and that dif-
ference arising from the natural susceptibility to
act, some parts being more than others; the skin
and tonsils being most susceptible of contamina-
tion, as also of action, and therefore affected
soonest; the bones and tendons less so, therefore
later in taking on the action. The disposition
simply does not seem to affect either the constitu-
tion or the part, for either shall go on well with all
their natural functions and power of restoration
when injured, or diseases of every other kind,
although at the same time in the disposition of
some other disease.

Dispositions of one kind may be restored, or
probably destroyed for a time, by a more powerful
impression, or such as the constitution is more
susceptible of, which shall supersede the first dis-
position, and go on with its action, and when its
action is completed, the first disposition shall again
take place, as will be illustrated when we come to
all actions simply.

Action.
I have explained that a disease is a disposition

for wrong action, and that the action is the imme-
diate effect of the disposition; and that either the
actions themselves, or the effects of these actions,
produce the sumptoms, which are generally called
the disease, such as sensations which are com-
monly pain with all its kinds, sickness, alteration
visible or invisible in the structure of the part or
parts that act, sympathy.
An animal, or a part is disposed to act, and with

that disposition the power generally takes on
action.

T'he actions of an animal body are the natural,
which have been already described; restorative,
when injured either by accident or disease; and
the diseased, each arising from the same class of
dispositions; and therefore divisible into the
same; the actions of health, arising from a dis-
position to act properly, that is, according to the
combined laws of the machine, which may be
either universal or only partial; for a man may be
wholly in health, or only so in part the restorative,
for the falling back into the above natural actions,
and which will be according to the nature of the
injury done, and the partis combined. The diseased
actions are many, but may be ranked under the
following heads.

1. Improper actions of natural parts, as spasms
of muscles; irregularity in the times of action in a
compound part; the nerves have the credit for
being the remote cause of all these.

2. Unnatural or improper action of the vessels,
and these may be either attended with an increased
or diminished action. The ultimate and visible
effect in disease is action: and which is not the
disease, for that action is only an effect, a sign, or
symptom of the disease. But the disposition
being only discovered by its effects, we are apt to
go no farther in our inquiry, the cause being to
many an object of curiosity. However, the effect
must be attended to, for it is the effect which leads
us to the cause.

It would often appear that the internal feel of
health is the forerunnner of disease. People just
before a disease shall be in better spirits, feel
strong, so as to take notice of it themselves.
A gentleman had better hlalth than common

before a spitting of blood came on.
A boy had more spirits than usual the night

he was attacked with his cold fit of fever.
Perhaps the cause of disease gives the first feel

of health or vigour; the animal powers are called
up on the first alarm of disease; and when they
sink, which is the second stage, they produce cold
or shivering, which is generally supposed to be the
first symptom, though probably the second.
A peculiar smell in the nose is often the first

symptom.
Some diseases come on extremely rapidly, pro-

ducing at first very violent symptoms, called acute;
others come on slowly, and do not produce any
sensible first symptom.

I divided diseases into two:-1. Improper ac-
tions of natural parts: 2. Unnatural or improper
actions of blood-vessels. The first produce a
great variety of complaints, and are reduceable to
parts acting independent of their natural causes or
stimuli. Disease may either be too great action
of this power, as in fevers and inflammation; and
too small an action, as in atrophy, syncope, wast-
ing of limbs; or, in an improper action, as the
formation of steatomas, cancers, wens, &c. The
too great action may be of the whole body, as in
many fevers, or in parts only, as in local inflam-
mations.

In many diseases it is necessary to produce the
consciousness of weakness, to produce the action
of strength. It is often necessary to produce sick-
ness, to get the action of vomiting; to produce
cold to get warmth. The too small action may be
of the whole body, as in atrophies, 8yncopes, or
in parts, as in wasting of limbs.

ON THE

PHYSICAL AITERATIONS OF THE BLOOD
AND

ANIMAL FLUIDS IN DISEASE.*
By M1. ANDRAL.

(Continuedfromp. 166.)
Normal composition of the blood-Fibrin-Blood
globules-Albumen-Method of analysing the
blood-Diseased conditions of the blood-Mala-
dies in which the quantity offibrin is increased.
THERE are three modes in which we can study

the normal or healthy condition of the blood:-
1st. With the naked eve. which enables us to de-

* Substance of a series of lectures oni this interesting subject
delivered at the Faculty of .MoOvine, Paris.-C?0;. Med,
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